
IRON-55 AS AN AUGER ELECTRON Eh5fTTER 

NOVEL SOURCE FOR GAS CHROMATOGRAPEY DETECTORS 

1~ order to avoid non-finear response in the p&se feedback method afefectron 
capture detection, an ionising source is required giving low noise with small operatkg 
currents. The advantages of iron-55 as an Auger erectron emitter over conventiona! 
sources in this applicztioa are reported. 

INTRODWZFION 

Ever since the invention by Deal et al.l of the ionisation cross-section detector, 
gas chromatographers have found sources of ionisirrg radiation to be a most convenient 
and stzbie means of rendering a gas conducting. The signal retatin,o to the concentrca- 
tion of solute from an ionised gas can be transduced in many ways, but almost all of 
the different detectors so used are simple diodes. In these devices the base ion current 
and irs fuctuations are directly related to the strengh and the nature of the lo&kg 
source. It is usuafty assumed zI~i% the fluctwhxks of the signal f&oise), which set a 
fitit to the smallest s&al which can be seen, are a consequence of the statistical 
nature of radioactive deczy. This assurrnption has fed to the general use of ,&xmittin~ 
nuclides as radiation sources on the _=ounds that et-emitting sources are too “noisy”, 
and ;+emitig sources would cause radiological exposure problems at the strength 
required to give reasonabIe ion currerrts. Tritium and nickeI-63 are the m&ides most 
frequently empIoyed. 

This paper reports the use of a novel imising same, namely iron-S, as an 
Auger efectron em&r. This provides a high sign&to-rroise ratio at a considerably 
lower ion txrrent tin is usually employed in gas chromatography (GC), and is at 
the same time a stable and a conveniently applied radiation source. 

The production of ion pairs by iorising particks Is complete within _10-x2 set, 
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so that in teI?;s of the pzsss band of a ~ypicA GC ampl2%r (d-c. to f Hz) the process 

is instantaneous. The drift velocity of electrons to the arrode of a typicA detector is 
about I cm/,rtsec with commoniy used polaiisi~g potentials (1%100 V) and with the 
carrier gases hydrogen, helium, nitrogen, argon and methule. In these circums’bnces, 
the ;ime taken for rhe package ofefectrons prodwed by eacl~ ionising event to reach 
the anode is aborrt f psec The current Eowfng at the detector anode is therefore made 
rrp of 8 series of random pulses. The variation in this current is a function of the square 
root of the number of ionisisg particles (N) emitted in 8 chosen interval, in accordance 
with t& statistics of m&ear decay, and the number of ion pairs (A) generated by 
each ionising particle. Low noise for a given current is favoured by making N .ES targe 
aad A as small as possible. 

From this it follows that c-emitting scmrces, which produce more than I@ ion 
pairs per event will for a given current be very much noisier than 3 sources, which 
prod-ce say 100 ion pairs per event, arrd these in turn w2I be noisier than “/ emitters, 
whic’h in a typical detector produce perhaps only one ion pair per ionising event. On 
th& other hand, the source strength required for a given current will go in exactly the 
opposite order, so that for a typicai detector cErre& in the range f-10 nA activities 
of the order of 10,&i of c, i0 mCi of ,6 and I Ci of y would be required. 

In general, these predictions are confirmed by practice, but the cailcnlatttion of 
expected noise levels of chromatogra --phy detectors is subject to considerable uincer- 
tainty owing to the effects of 213 unlmown amount of self-absorption in the sources 
used oo values 0fN2nd A. 

A NEW L3W-XOISE SOURCE 

With the pulse feedback method of efectrorz capttzre detection high ionisatiorf 
currents cause non-linear response to increasing sample concentration where strongly 
electron-absorbing compounds zre involved2. A low ion-current Sow-noise source is 
therefore needed in this app!ication. Coosideratiorts of radiological safety and 
practicatiiity mle out the use of y emitters, and so the zvailabifity of low-ener_q 
electron sources was reviewed. 

The choice of @ emitters has not usefully increased since the review in i965 by 
Shoemake et Q/.~. However, electrons are produced by processes other than 6 decay, 
notibly in extrsr-nuclear re-adjjustments which follow radioactive decay by orbital 
ekCtrOSI apture. The initial VCCZLZIC~ created by orbital electron capture (usually in 
the I< shell) iS most frequently filled ty an electron from the next highest shelf (F-J, 
the Process of Fe-adjustment then proceedir,g through successivefy higher shells. FoI- 
lowing each electron transition, the d%ereizce in binding ener,y between the she& 
may be emitted as 2 characteristic X-ray, or mzy be expended in 211 imemal photo- 
electric process in which a~ orbital electron is emitted. The emitted electroil is known 
2s 8~1 Auger &Ctron. The fraction of vacancies in 2 given sheE the filling of which is 
accampatied by X-ray emission 3s called the Euorescence yiefd, and the fraction which 
involves ~EI Auger process is the Auger yield. Auger yieIds increase marked@ (and 
ffrro:escence yields decrease correspondinglyf with decreasing atomic number of the 
nuclide concerned, vaiying fFOFtl about 50 to 95% benveen atomic numbers 30 and 
15. EIettron capture nrrcIides falling in t&is region, whose spectra are not compficated 
by wxksir2b!e radiations (positrons, gammas), are given in Table I. 
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TABLE I 

ELECTRON CAP-f’URE NLKLKIES 

Of the ebove nuclides only iron-55 fuels the necessary pradical criteria, namely, 
satisfactory half-life and specifk activity, and ready .zvailabiliQ in a form suitzbte for 
source preparation. The Auger yield is about S5%, and shows a mukipkAy of lines 
between 5.387 and 5.640 KeV (ref. 4). The electron energies being fess than the p 
energes of tritium (maximum 18.6 KeV) 2nd nickel-63 (maximum 67 KeV), a more 
favourabIe value for A, the number of ions generated by each ionising particle, is to 

be expected. 

SOURCE PREPARATION 

Eron-55 is available at specik activities up to about 40 G/g, 2nd so sources 
containing i-2 mCi/cm’ are suflkiently thin to allow reasonably effkient emission of 
Auger electrons, whose range is of the order Df 50 gz/cm2. A method of preparations 
has been devised to give sources which are sts ble towards moisture, and towards beat 
at temperatures up to and beyond those to which GC detectors are normally sub- 
jected. Sources beated for 48 h at temperatures up to 400” showed no detectable loss 
in standing cnrrent when checked afterwards ar ambient temperature. Above 400” 
diiffusion of the Iron-55 into the backing foil leads to progressive reduction in e!ectron 
emission efficiency and standing current. 

SOURCE EVALUATION 

Table El shows the observed noise levels of a number of ionising sources. The 
conditions of measurement were: 21 o ; ambient pressure; nitrogen carrier as; flow- 
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rate C m.Q’sec. The detector was a simple diode ion-chamber, 1.25 cm long x 1.25 cm 
in d&neter, with 2 coaxial anode I mm in diameter. Table EI shows that there is the 
expected difference in noise between CC and @ sources, and that the lowest noise was 
associated with the source of towest electron ener_q, namely iron-55. 

The iron-55 sou~cx was compared with a nickel-63 source of the same dimen- 
sions and with an activity chosen to provide the same saturation current. The results 
of this experiment are given in TabIe EL They irtdicate tfrzt, to atin the given ion 

current, the strength of the iron-55 source had to be about IO times that of the nickel- 
63. They cc&irm that the associated noise level is :mter with the nickel-63 source 
by a factor close to the square root. of 10, which is predicted by theory. * 

Fig. Z shows the response expected of an electron capture detector oFrated in 
the pulse feedback mode with an ion source giving a current of&5 nA and one giving 
fO nA when used in the detection of a strongly electron-absorbing mate&& such as 
2 haloenated pesticide. 

Fig_ 2 shows 2 cor~xp2rison of the noise level of the ;inafysis by electron capture 
of ck2n air for freon IL and carbon tetrachloride present at approximately one part 
in iOz* by volume using: (2) 2 detector with a f 5-mG nickel-63 source, and (b) 
identically the same detector with 2 5-mCi iron-55 source. This 2ndysis was performed 
under the more conventional fX.ed puise period method of operation. 

The connection between few detector noise 2nd low ion density in the chamber 
has been demonstrated in the work reported above. The introduction of the iron-55 
Auger electron source represents a new departure in iotisation sources foe GC deiec- 
fOS_ 
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